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The year 2020 was an eye-opener to the unpredictable nature of the world we live. In the first 6
months of 2021 we are experiencing much of this same unpredictability. Our world remains volatile
on multiple fronts from the uneven vaccine progress in US, frustrating new COVID outbreak in
India, the political struggles in the US, and the reigniting of the Israel-Palestine violence. Whether
you feel it was warranted or not, the stock market completed a major turnaround since the 2020 Ql
downturn. Economic news at the start of 2020 was all favorable with most metrics reflecting a world
of stability: low rates, low inflation, low unemployment and low market volatility. Then COVID
arrived. I will use this window of volatility and uneasiness as an opportune time to reflect on how
markets (and investors) have reacted in the last 18 months.

Today, the NYSE trading floor is filled with large screens showing a flood of data. Stock prices are
being updated by the millisecond. The iconic, energetic traders of the old days, equipped with papers
& pencils and shouting out bids were replaced by powerful computing systems. Despite the
technological revolution we have experienced over the last few decades, some things haven't
changed at all. At its core, the stock market is still an exchange. An exchange where millions of
investors decide every day to buy or sell a certain stock or group ofstocks. These daily decisions of
buying or selling manifest themselves in the movement of stock prices. I believe the stock market is a
very complicated barometer of human confidence. This is a simple observation, but an important one.
Humans are an emotional. I see this emotional decision making with myself, my friends and family.
We're huppy on certain days, sad on others. I notice people experiencing emotional cycles. If
emotions influence our thoughts (and more importantly our feelings!) about investing in the stock
market, then I would suggest the stock market also moves through an unpredictable emotional cycle.

From the 2000 dot-com bubble to the financial crisis of 2008, the sentiment of the stock market
appears to move in recurring cycles, from pessimism to optimism. The predictable aspect being that
the shift will occur at some point... we just don't know when. Why haven't we learned to be better
predictors of these emotional cycles? A few centuries back, our biological ancestors moved in groups
with each one sharing information with the other ("there's a tiger behind that bush") as a *.utts bf
survival. This biological communication advantage has evolved into a disadvantage in today's
investment sphere. When the majority of investors become pessimistic, our biological instinct is to
follow the sellers to avoid the danger. As history shows, mosi short-term sellers thal forgot to remain
focused on their long-term objectives are often left with regret from that decision since they missed
out on the potential expansion that generally follows price declines. Similarly, when we hear our
neighbors and friends bragging about how much profit they are earning from their stock picks, our
immediate instinct is to join them despite the possibility that it may force a departure from our agreed
upon investment allocation and may cause losses in a future market contraction.

In order to counter our own human biases, I think we should develop a personalized mental toolkit
that we can rely on to deal with present and future market and economic conditions. These toolkits
aren't available at Home Depot or Lowe's. We must build our own unique tool sets for our own
unique lives. I suspect there are a few tools/concepts that we can all share.
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Ignore the Noise: With so many investors and traders there is demand for information and

"nt".tain-.nt. 
There is no shortage of material for us to read/watch/listen. I did a Google search

recently on "stock news." Google gave me over 7 billion options to choose from. When I searched

"science news", there were less than 3 billion options. There may be more information about ticker

symbols and eamings reports than science on the Internet. This isn't a surprise when one considers

the motivation of the search providers. The news anchor on the TV or the social media blogger aren't

generally paid based on the accuracy of the information they provide, but the amount of people that

listen/subJcribe to them. The headline: "World Economy is collapsing" is much more engaging than

"Government is hopeful that they can avoid disastef'. We have gone from a world where access to

information was an advantage to a world where most everyone has access to the same information.

Be mindful of your source of information and always be prudent with where you place your trust.

Keep it simple: Developing a long-term investment strategy is effective but doesn't sound exciting.

Hollywood solved this problem by doing an amazing job showing a more extravagant lifestyle

whether it is Gordon Gecko in l(all Street or Jordan Belfort in Wolf of Wall Street. When people

remember these rnovies, they recall Gecko was thc king and Belfort owned large mansions/yachts.

Moviegoers don't remember (perhaps they choose not to) is that Gecko goes to prison and Belfort
loses everything. Similar to investing, we remember the lYo of speculators who gambled and won big
rather than the 99Yo of speculators that lost. Adopting a simple, effective strategy may not give you

an adrenaline rush daily but a simple plan that understands the risks may provide best outcome over

time.

Remember the Goal: There are millions of investors that may hold the same stock, but they may

own it for different reasons. For example, a young man in his 20s and a retired mother in her 60s may

both own shares of ExxonMobil yet the former holds it for a quick gain to pay rent while the latter

holds it as a source of future income and inflation hedge. During certain periods, the stock price is

driven by daytraders (look up meme stock!) while during other periods, the stock price is influenced

by long-term holders. When choosing to invest it helpful to consider the community you are joining.

I have days I confidently slay every dragon; other days, I don't feel as successful. Our emotional ups

and downs can sometimes transfer to our investment decisions. This causes market up and down

movements. To prepare ourselves for this ever-changing environment we should remember our long-

term goals when choosing investments, be wary of the financial jargon and get-rich-today schemes

posted on some investment guru's internet blog and take solace knowing an investment strategy's

effectiveness has no relation to whether it is boring or exciting. The world, our economy and the

stock market can be a confusing and complex place to navigate, but through the right lens (and with

the right tools!) I am confident you can find the path that fits your goals.

Please reach out to me or any of the MFA team if you have questions or ideas to share.
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